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Learn how to play the blues scale in E minor.Learn all the blues scale patterns on the different
positions on the neck, and how to switch from one to another position fast.Available in this
series:Secrets of the Guitar - How to read tabs and tablatureSecrets of the Guitar - How to play
the Blues scale in ESecrets of the Guitar - How to play the E pentatonic scaleSecrets of the
Guitar - How to play the G major pentatonic scaleSecrets of the Guitar - How to play the Aeolian
or natural minor scale in ASecrets of the Guitar - How to play Do-Re-Mi, the Ionian or major
scale in C



How to playThe Blues Scale in E By Herman Brock Jr. Publisher InformationHerman Brock
Jr. Copyright © 2012 Herman Brock Jr. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be
reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form, by any means, electronic,
mechanical, photocopying, recording or otherwise, without the prior permission of the copyright
owner. Also available in this series Secrets of the Guitar - How to read tabs and
tablatureSecrets of the Guitar - How to play the E pentatonic scale Table of
contents ForewordChapter 1 - The Guitar NeckChapter 2 - I - IV - VChapter 3 - Basic 12 Bar
Blues SchemeChapter 4 - Blues Scale in E ExplainedChapter 5 - First PositionChapter 5 - First
Position - Practice Exercise 1Chapter 5 - First Position - Simple 12 Bar BluesChapter 5 - First
Position - Practice Exercise 2Chapter 6 - Second PositionChapter 7 - Third PositionChapter 8 -
Fourth PositionChapter 9 - Fifth PositionChapter 10 - Octave PositionChapter 11 - Up And Down
The NeckChapter 12 - Bending StringsAbout the author ForewordThe blues (minor) scale is one
of the most used scales for blues, rock and even metal guitar soloing. It is basically the
pentatonic minor scale with an added "blue note". The blues scale is relatively easy to learn and
to improvise with. Blues scales are used all over the world, from Ethiopian music to delta blues,
and by a wide variety of musicians, from Robert Johnson to Stevie Ray Vaughan. Take your time
to practice and you'll be playing like a you "sold your soul at the crossroads" before you know
it.back to contents Chapter 1 - The Guitar NeckThis is the guitar neck, actually the first twelve
frets of the neck (a fret is the vertical bar where you push the string against). The letters to the
left of the black bar represent the open strings of the guitar. From top to bottom (thin to thick): e -
B - G - D - A - E. Since there are two E-strings, I used the lowercase letter "e" for the high e-string
and the capital "E" for the low E-string. You can see all names of the the notes on every fret on
every string. After the twelfth fret (double dots), the notes repeat themselves but are an octave
higher.
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how to play folsom prison blues guitar, how to play the solo in folsom prison blues, how to play ill
play the blues for you, how to play still got the blues, how to play my old friend the blues

Pentatonic Scales: Master the Fretboard Quickly and Easily & Sound Like a Pro, In One Hour (or
Less) (Guitar Technique, Improvisation, Scales, Mastery), Music Theory: The Complete Guide to
Read, Write and Understand Music from Beginner to Expert - Vol. 2, Chord Progressions: Guitar
Fretboard View, 3 Chord Songs Book 1: Play 10 Songs on Guitar with the C, D & G Chords -



Includes Strum Patterns (3 Chords Songs), Guitar Hacks: Triads and Inversions, Blues Soloing
Maps: Playing the Changes, HARMONY & IMPROVISATION FREE MUSIC LESSONS: Music
Theory & Exercises in Jazz, Blues, etc., 3 Chord Songs Book 2: Play 10 Songs on Guitar with 3
Chords - Includes Strum Patterns (3 Chords Songs), Scales, Arpeggios, and Chords for the
Minimalist Guitarist, 30 Human Science Masterpieces You Must Read Before You Die, The First
100 Picking Patterns for Guitar: The Beginner’s Guide to Perfect Fingerpicking on Guitar
(Beginner Guitar Books), Music Theory 1 - Basic Chords - Chord Tones 1, 3, b3, 5, b7: Learn
Piano Chords - Beginners (Learn Basic Music Theory), Modes and How to Use Them, Blues
Guitar For Noobs: How To Get Your Basics Right So You Can Finally Crack Blues Music: 73
Licks + 2 Solos + 2 Play Along Solos + Backing Tracks Included, Piano Chords - Circle of 5ths
Fully Explained and Application to the Piano: Music Theory (Music Piano Lessons Book 1), 20
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Learn How To Play the Minor Pentatonic Scale Effortlessly Anywhere on the Fretboard



AAWjw, “I consider it a must.. Fine book. Good content.”

ROY G., “Five Stars. Gives very good practise”

Sid W., “Great Seller!!. Download to my kindle online, Great!!”

Mr. Denis J. Oleary, “Good Value. Good for guitarists.”

Dermott, “Four Stars. easy to follow”

bobj401, “blues cure. buy the book and take the time to practice on your guitar and yes, you will
be playing the blues in the scale of E. Like so many others I decided to learn how to play the
guitar so i bought one, and lots of instructional books to give it another try.”

Gary the Peacemaker, “Five Stars. Good book”

Anders Karlsson, “Five Stars. Good to have as a beginner and possibly also for more
experienced guitar players.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. good read”

Longman, “Five Stars. Good book - clear and easy to follow. I'm a 62 year old beginner and
found this helpful.”

trevorarden, “A great little book. A great little book. It explains in a simple, direct way, the basics
of blues scales, chords and song structures. I am an intermediate level acoustic guitar player
with ambitions to play acoustic blues and this is just right for me.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great Book. I've purchased loads of books and DVD's over the years. This
book is simple and consise and for anyone that wants to 'dip their toe' into the blues I would
highly recommend it. I'd recommend copying out the scales yourself as they're a bit small for the
kindle. Finally the price is just rediculous, great value.”

The book by Herman Brock Jr. has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 57 people have provided feedback.
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